Government of Jammu and Kashmir
Agriculture Production Department
Civil Secretariat, J&K, Jammu

Subject: Transfer and posting.

Government Order No. 123-JK (Agri) of 2020
D a t e d 03-07-2020

In the interest of administration, the following transfers and adjustments are hereby ordered with immediate effect:

1. Mr. Vinod Kumar Sharma, looking after the charge of the post of Farm Manager Chakrohi is transferred and shall lookafter the charge of the post of DAO(Ext) Jammu.

2. Mr. Yudhvinder Singh Sasan, looking after the charge of the DAO(Ext) jammu is transferred and shall lookafter the charge of the post of Potato Development Officer, Jammu.

3. Mr. Akshay Choudhary, looking after the charge of the Potato Development Officer, Jammu is transferred and shall lookafter the charge of the post of Farm Manager Chakrohi.

4. Mr. Rajinder Singh Jamwal, looking after the charge of the post of Unit Manager Chinore is transferred and shall lookafter the charge of the post of SMS-II, CAO Jammu.

5. Mr. Mohinder Pal Singh, looking after the charge of the post of MDO Doda is transferred and shall lookafter the charge of the post of Assistant Soil Chemist, Jammu.

6. Mr. Rajeev Kumar Sharma, looking after the charge of the post of SMS-DL (Project Officer Soil & Water Management, CAD Jammu is transferred and shall lookafter the post of Assistant Soil Survey Officer, Jammu against available vacancy.

7. Mr. Gopal Krishan, looking after the charge of the post of SMS-III Rohama Baramulla is transferred and shall lookafter the charge of the post of SMS-III HSS Reasi.
8. Mr. Abdul Wahid Mir, under orders of transfer to look after the charge of the post of SMS-III HSS Reasi is transferred and shall look after the charge of the post of SMS-III Dooru against available vacancy.

9. Mr. Ravinder Singh Jamwal, I/C AEO Poonch is transferred and shall look after the post of AEO Ghagwal against available vacancy.

10. Mr. Hem Raj Gupta, I/C AEO Chassana is transferred and shall look after the charge of the post of AEO Jakh Samba against available vacancy.

11. Mr. Kuldeep Krishan Koul, I/C Agri. Assistant, ADO(Veg) Jammu is transferred and shall look after the charge of the post of AEO Sangaldan against available vacancy.

12. Mr. Romesh Kumar Pandita, I/C AEO Prem Nagar, Doda is transferred and shall look after the charge of the post of AEO Nagrota against available vacancy.

13. Mr. Ajit Singh, I/C AEO Dansal is transferred and shall look after the charge of the post of AEO Lar, Reasi against available vacancy.

14. Mr. Ajay Kumar, I/C AEO Zone Thathri is transferred and shall look after the charge of the post of Agri. Assistant, SMF Chinore against available vacancy.


Sd/-
(Navin K. Choudhary), IAS
Principal Secretary to Government
Agriculture Production Department
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(Kritika Raina) KAS 03/07/2020
Under Secretary to Government
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